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Description 

This  invention  relates  to  a  roller  which  is 
clothed  in  card  clothing,  e.g.  a  doffer  roll  which 
forms  part  of  a  high  pile  fabric  knitting  machine. 

High  pile  fabric  knitting  machines  usually  com- 
prise  rotary  knitting  machines  provided  with  a  plu- 
rality  of  carding  heads,  constituting  fibre  transfer 
and  feeding  units,  for  supplying  carded  sliver  fibres 
to  the  knitting  needle.  Usually,  the  knitting  needles 
are  mounted  independently  in  a  cylinder,  which  is 
rotatable  relative  to  the  several  carding  heads  dis- 
posed  at  circumferentially  spaced  locations  around 
the  cylinder. 

The  carding  heads  for  feeding  carded  sliver 
fibres  to  the  needles  of  high  pile  fabric  knitting 
machines  are  constituted  of  at  least  one  pair  of 
rotatable  sliver  feed  rolls  -  usually  having  either 
wire-covered  or  fluted  peripheries  -  a  rotatable 
wire-covered  main  cylinder  and  a  rotatable  wire- 
covered  doffer.  The  sliver  feed  rolls  draw  sliver  in 
rope  form  from  a  source  of  supply,  and  deliver  the 
fibres,  in  sheet  form,  to  the  main  cylinder.  The 
latter,  acting  as  a  transfer  medium,  conveys  the 
sheet  of  sliver  fibres  to  the  doffer  which,  in  turn, 
feeds  the  fibres  to  the  needles  of  the  knitting 
machine.  In  order  to  properly  transfer  the  fibres 
during  their  delivery  to  the  needles,  the  main  cyl- 
inder  is  caused  to  rotate  faster  than  the  sliver  feed 
rolls,  and  the  doffer  is  caused  to  rotate  faster  than 
the  main  cylinder. 

In  clothing  the  doffer,  it  has  been  the  practice 
for  decades  to  wrap  an  elongated,  narrow  strip  of 
wire-covered  card  clothing  helically  about  the  pe- 
ripheral  surface  of  the  doffer  roll.  Each  end  of  the 
helically  wound  strip  is  secured  to  the  rim  of  the 
doffer  roll  by  fastening  means,  such  as  a  threaded 
bolt  passing  through  the  rim  and  being  secured 
thereto  by  a  threaded  nut.  The  helical  wrapping  of 
the  doffer  is  time  consuming  and  difficult.  No  mat- 
ter  how  careful  the  winding,  empty  spaces  or  voids 
often  occur  in  the  card  clothing  because  such 
defects  usually  are  inherent  in  helical  winding.  Fur- 
ther,  in  the  helical  winding  of  the  elongated  strips 
of  card  clothing,  the  spirals  often  depart  from  a  true 
helix,  the  result  of  which  is  to  create  undesirable 
lines  or  shadows  in  the  high  pile  of  the  fabric  being 
knit.  Such  lines  or  shadows  are  detrimental  to  the 
quality  of  the  fabric. 

US-4516292  discloses  a  doffer  for  feeding  fi- 
bres  to  the  needles  of  a  sliver  high  pile  fabric 
knitting  machine.  The  doffer  is  surrounded  by  wire- 
covered  card  clothing  composed  of  a  backing  from 
which  protrude  a  plurality  of  doffer  wires. 

GB-A-21  14608  discloses  a  card  wheel  having 
flexible  card  clothing  applied  to  its  outer  surface  by 
helically  wrapping  a  narrow  tape,  or  by  wrapping 
several  narrow  tapes  in  parallel  around  the  wheel. 

The  present  invention  has  been  developed  with 
a  view  to  provide  an  improved  means  for  mounting 
on  a  carrier  roll  a  single  elongate  piece  of  card 
clothing  which  is  rectangular  as  seen  in  plan  and 

5  which  can  be  wrapped  around  the  roll  e.g.  a  doffer 
roll,  so  as  to  bring  the  ends  of  the  piece  into 
abutment  with  each  other  and  thereby  to  form  a 
substantially  uniform  distribution  of  wire  covered 
clothing  on  the  outer  periphery  of  the  roll. 

io  In  one  aspect,  the  invention  provides  roller 
which  is  clothed  in  card  clothing,  comprising  (1)  a 
roller  having  a  slot  extending  inwardly,  in  a  direc- 
tion  away  from  its  outer  surface,  and  (2)  a  piece  of 
card  clothing  wrapped  around  the  said  outer  sur- 

75  face,  the  card  clothing  comprising: 
(a)  an  elongate  strip  of  resilient  material  having 
opposed  ends  which  abut  one  another  in  the 
region  of  the  said  slot  in  the  outer  surface  of  the 
roller; 

20  (b)  wire  carding  teeth  carried  by  the  strip  of 
resilient  material,  and  projecting  from  one  side 
thereof  so  as  to  form  a  substantially  uniform 
distribution  of  carding  teeth  around  the  outer 
periphery  of  the  roller;  and 

25  (c)  an  elongate  carrier  web  which  is  secured  to 
the  elongate  strip  of  resilient  material,  the  web 
having  opposed  end  portions  which  project  be- 
yond  respective  ends  of  the  strip,  and  are  in- 
serted  into  the  slot  in  a  direction  away  from  the 

30  outer  surface  of  the  roller; 
the  piece  of  card  clothing  being  secured  position 
on  the  outer  surface  of  the  roller  by  gripping 
means  arranged  inside  the  roller,  which  engage  the 
end  portions  of  the  carrier  web  to  retain  them  in  the 

35  slot,  and  to  apply  tension  to  the  web. 
According  to  the  invention,  a  piece  of  card 

clothing  can  readily  be  applied  to  the  outer  periph- 
ery  of  a  carrier  roll  e.g.  a  doffer  roll,  and  be 
securely  held  in  position  by  taking  free  ends  of  the 

40  web  inwardly  through  the  slot  in  the  carrier  roll  to 
be  engaged  by  any  suitable  gripping  means  ar- 
ranged  internally  of  the  roll.  Jaw  type  gripping 
means  may  be  provided  associated  with  each  web 
end,  or  a  common  jaw  type  arrangement  may  be 

45  provided  to  engage  both  web  ends. 
Any  existing  design  of  carrier  roll  can  be  read- 

ily  adapted  to  have  the  card  clothing  mounted 
thereon,  by  forming  a  slot  or  groove  in  its  outer 
periphery,  and  then  by  arranging  any  suitable  grip- 

so  ping  means  internally  of  the  roll,  and  with  access 
being  had  to  the  gripping  means  conveniently  via 
one  of  the  ends  of  the  roll.  For  example,  the  carrier 
roll  may  be  a  hollow  cylinder,  so  that  access  can 
readily  be  had  via  one  of  the  open  ends  thereof. 

55  The  carrier  web  may  be  made  of  any  suitable 
material  of  sufficient  tensile  strength,  and  which 
may  be  secured  to  the  strip  of  resilient  material  by 
any  convenient  means,  such  as  the  use  of  adhe- 
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sive.  Conveniently,  the  web  and  the  strip  are  se- 
cured  together  by  driving  the  carding  teeth  through 
the  web  and  through  the  strip. 

The  web  may  be  made  of  textile  material, 
whether  woven  or  non-woven;  any  other  suitable 
material  including  plastics  sheet,  and  textile  fabric 
clad  or  coated  with  plastics  material. 

By  arranging  for  the  web  ends  to  project  be- 
yond  the  ends  of  the  strip,  the  strip  ends  can  be 
brought  into  abutment  substantially  in  line  with  the 
slot  (with  the  web  ends  disappearing  into  the  slot), 
and  therefore  substantially  the  entire  outer  periph- 
ery  of  the  doffer  roll  can  be  covered  with  a  sub- 
stantially  uniform  distribution  of  carding  teeth,  and 
even  in  the  region  of  the  slot  and  the  abutting  strip 
ends.  Also,  the  securement  in  position  of  the  piece 
of  card  clothing  can  be  easily  carried  out  by  opera- 
tion  of  the  internally  mounted  gripping  means,  such 
operation  being  carried  out  via  access  from  one 
end  of  the  doffer  roll. 

Embodiments  of  the  present  invention  will  now 
be  described,  by  way  of  example,  with  reference  to 
the  accompanying  drawings,  in  which: 

Figure  1  is  a  schematic  plan  view  of  an  elongate 
piece  of  card  clothing; 
Figure  2  is  a  side  view  of  the  piece  of  card 
clothing  shown  in  Figure  1; 
Figure  3  is  an  end  view  of  a  doffer  roll  having 
the  piece  of  card  clothing  mounted  thereon; 
Figure  4  is  a  side  view  of  a  practical  example  of 
a  piece  of  card  clothing  according  to  the  inven- 
tion; 
Figure  5  is  a  side  view  of  a  further  practical 
example  of  a  piece  of  card  clothing  according  to 
the  invention;  and, 
Figure  6  is  a  view,  similar  to  Figure  3,  showing 
the  piece  of  card  clothing  of  Figure  5  mounted 
on  a  doffer  roll. 

Referring  now  to  the  drawings,  an  embodiment 
of  elongate  piece  of  card  clothing  is  designated 
generally  by  reference  10  and  is  rectangular  as 
seen  in  plan,  as  per  Figure  1,  and  is  capable  of 
being  wrapped  around  a  carrier  roll  11  (Figure  3) 
and  which  is  provided  with  a  slot  12  in  its  outer 
periphery  which  has  its  entrance  extending  sub- 
stantially  axially  i.e.  parallel  to  the  axis  13  of  the  roll 
11. 

It  will  be  noted  from  Figure  3  that  the  roll  1  1  is 
formed  by  a  hollow  cylinder,  and  the  slot  12 
formed  in  its  circumferentially  extending  wall  ex- 
tends  inwardly  of  the  outer  surface  of  the  roll,  but 
at  an  oblique  angle. 

The  card  clothing  10  is  built  up  from  an  elon- 
gate  strip  of  resilient  material  14,  such  as  rubber, 
and  which  has  opposed  ends  15  which  are  in- 
tended  substantially  to  abut  one  another  and  to  be 
joined  together  by  adhesive,  as  shown  in  Figure  3, 
in  the  region  of  the  slot  12  in  the  roll  11,  when  the 

card  clothing  10  is  wrapped  around  the  carrier  roll 
11. 

Wire  carding  teeth  are  carried  by  the  strip  14 
and  project  from  one  side  thereof,  and  these  may 

5  be  mounted  in  position  by  any  of  the  conventional 
techniques  employed.  As  will  be  evident  from  Fig- 
ure  3,  once  the  card  clothing  10  is  wrapped  around 
the  roll  1  1  ,  there  is  a  substantially  uniform  distribu- 
tion  of  the  carding  teeth  16  throughout  the  outer 

io  periphery  of  the  carrier  roll  1  1  . 
The  piece  of  card  clothing  also  includes  an 

elongate  carrier  web  17  which  is  secured  to  the 
underside  of  the  strip  14  and  has  opposed  ends  18 
which  each  project  longitudinally  beyond  a  respec- 

15  tive  end  15  of  the  strip  14  so  as  to  form  a  gripping 
portion.  Thus,  as  can  be  seen  clearly  from  Figure 
3,  the  gripping  portions  formed  by  the  projecting 
ends  18  are  taken  inwardly  through  the  slot  12  to 
be  engaged  by  any  suitable  gripping  means  ar- 

20  ranged  internally  of  the  carrier  roll  11,  and  which 
gripping  means  can  be  operated  to  apply  tension 
to  the  web  17  thereby  to  hold  the  piece  of  card 
clothing  10  in  position  on  the  outer  periphery  of  the 
carrier  roll. 

25  Any  suitable  type  of  gripping  means  may  be 
provided,  including  jaw  type  engagement,  to  grip 
the  ends  18  and  upon  operation  of  the  gripping 
means  to  apply  tension  to  these  ends  18. 

The  web  17  may  be  made  of  any  suitable 
30  material,  such  as  woven  or  non-woven  textile  ma- 

terial,  a  sheet  of  plastics,  or  plastics  coated  or  clad 
textile  material.  The  web  17  may  be  secured  by 
adhesion  to  the  strip  14,  and  additionally  the  entire 
assembly  of  the  piece  of  card  clothing  10  may  be 

35  formed  into  a  composite  unitary  article  by  driving 
the  card  clothing  teeth  16  through  the  web  17  from 
the  underside  thereof,  and  also  through  the  strip  14 
so  as  to  project  therefrom  as  shown  in  Figure  2. 

The  carrier  roll  1  1  may  be  a  conventional  dof- 
40  fer  roll,  but  modified  so  as  to  have  the  slot  12 

provided  in  its  outer  periphery,  whereby  the  web 
ends  18  can  be  fed  downwardly  therethrough  to  be 
engaged  by  the  gripping  means,  which  are  shown 
schematically  by  reference  19. 

45  Figure  4  shows  a  practical  example  of  a  piece 
of  card  clothing  in  which  the  web  17  is  formed  by  a 
bottom  ply  of  textile  material,  and  intermediate 
second  and  third  plies  20  and  21  are  arranged 
between  the  bottom  ply  and  a  strip  of  sponge 

50  rubber  which  forms  the  strip  14. 
While  Figure  4  shows  an  arrangement  in  which 

the  projecting  web  ends  18  are  provided  on  the 
ends  of  the  bottom  ply,  this  is  not  essential,  and 
the  projecting  web  ends  may  be  provided  on  the 

55  ends  of  other  plies  of  the  piece  of  card  clothing. 
Thus,  as  shown  in  Figure  5,  projecting  web  ends 
18a  are  provided  on  the  upper  surface  of  the  piece 
of  card  clothing,  and  not  necessarily  laminate  to 

3 
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the  card  clothing  foundation.  In  Figure  5,  web  17a 
forms  the  top  ply,  and  the  foundation  is  formed  by 
sponge  rubber  strip  14a,  bottom  ply  22,  intermedi- 
ate  ply  23  and  ply  24  underlying  the  rubber  strip 
14a.  Carding  teeth  16  are  mounted  in  the  founda- 
tion  and  project  upwardly  through  the  web  17a. 

Figure  6  shows  how  the  modified  card  clothing 
can  be  mounted  on  a  doffer  roll  11a  in  generally 
similar  manner  to  the  mounting  of  the  card  clothing 
of  Figure  4  on  the  doffer  roll  1  1  as  shown  in  Figure 
3,  and  corresponding  parts  are  designated  by  the 
same  reference  numerals. 

Claims 

1.  A  roller  (11)  which  is  clothed  in  card  clothing 
(10),  the  roller  (11)  having  a  slot  (12)  extending 
inwardly,  in  a  direction  away  from  its  outer 
surface,  and  a  piece  of  card  clothing  (10) 
wrapped  around  the  said  outer  surface,  the 
card  clothing  (10)  comprising: 

(a)  an  elongate  strip  of  resilient  material  (14, 
14a)  having  opposed  ends  (15)  which  abut 
one  another  in  the  region  of  the  said  slot  in 
the  outer  surface  of  the  roller  (11); 
(b)  wire  carding  teeth  (16)  carried  by  the 
strip  of  resilient  material  (14,  14a),  and  pro- 
jecting  from  one  side  thereof  so  as  to  form 
a  substantially  uniform  distribution  of  card- 
ing  teeth  (16)  around  the  outer  periphery  of 
the  roller  (11);  and 
(c)  an  elongate  carrier  web  (17,  17a)  which 
is  secured  to  the  elongate  strip  of  resilient 
material  (14,  14a),  the  web  having  opposed 
end  portions  (18,  18a)  which  project  beyond 
respective  ends  of  the  strip  (17),  and  are 
inserted  into  the  slot  (12)  in  a  direction 
away  from  the  outer  surface  of  the  roller 
(11); 

the  piece  of  card  clothing  (10)  being  secured 
position  on  the  outer  surface  of  the  roller  (11) 
by  gripping  means  (19)  arranged  inside  the 
roller  (11),  which  engage  the  end  portions  (18, 
18a)  of  the  carrier  web  (17,  17a)  to  retain  them 
in  the  slot  (12),  and  to  apply  tension  to  the  web 
(17,  17a). 

2.  A  roller  as  claimed  in  claim  1,  in  which  the 
elongate  carrier  web  (17)  is  secured  to  the 
underside  of  the  strip  of  resilient  material  (14) 
which  is  remote  from  the  upper  side  of  the 
strip  through  which  the  carding  teeth  (16)  pro- 
ject. 

3.  A  roller  as  claimed  in  claim  2,  in  which  the 
elongate  carrier  web  (17)  forms  part  of  the 
card  clothing  foundation,  and  the  carding  teeth 
(16)  are  driven  through  the  carrier  web  (17) 

and  through  the  strip  of  resilient  material. 

4.  A  roller  as  claimed  in  any  one  of  claims  1  to  3, 
which  includes  at  least  one  layer  of  material 

5  (20,  21),  between  the  strip  of  resilient  material 
(14)  and  the  carrier  web  (17). 

5.  A  roller  as  claimed  in  any  one  of  claims  1  to  4, 
in  which  the  carrier  web  (17a)  overlies  the  strip 

io  of  resilient  material  (16a),  and  the  carding  teeth 
(16)  project  through  the  carrier  web  (17a). 

6.  A  roller  as  claimed  in  any  one  of  claims  1  to  5, 
in  which  the  carrier  web  (17,  17a)  is  made  of 

is  textile  material. 

7.  A  roller  as  claimed  in  any  one  of  claims  1  to  6, 
in  which  the  carrier  web  (17,  17a)  is  made  of  a 
plastics  material. 

20 
8.  A  roller  as  claimed  in  any  one  of  claims  1  to  7, 

in  which  the  strip  of  resilient  material  (14,  14a) 
comprises  a  sponge  rubber  material. 

25  Patentanspruche 

1.  Trommel  (11),  umhullt  mit  einem  Kratzenbe- 
schlag  (10),  wobei  die  Trommel  (11)  einen  sich 
nach  innen  in  Richtung  von  der  Rollen-AuBen- 

30  flache  weg  erstreckenden  Schlitz  (12)  und  ein 
urn  diese  AuBenflache  gewickeltes  Kratzenbe- 
schlagstuck  (10)  aufweist,  umfassend: 

(a)  einen  langlichen  Streifen  aus  elasti- 
schem  Material  (14,  14a)  mit  entgegenge- 

35  setzten  Enden  (15),  die  im  Bereich  des 
Schlitzes  in  der  AuBenflache  der  Trommel 
(11)  aneinander  anstoBen; 
(b)  Kratzenzahne  aus  Draht  (16),  die  auf 
dem  Streifen  aus  elastischem  Material  an- 

40  geordnet  sind  (14,  14a)  und  aus  einer  Seite 
des  Streifens  hervorragen,  derart,  dal3  sie 
eine  im  wesentlichen  gleichmaBige  Vertei- 
lung  der  Kratzenzahne  (16)  urn  die  auBere 
Peripherie  der  Trommel  (11)  bilden;  und 

45  (c)  ein  langliches  Tragerband  (17,  17a),  das 
an  dem  langlichen  Streifen  aus  elastischem 
Material  (14,  14a)  befestigt  ist,  wobei  das 
Band  entgegengesetzte  Endbereiche  (18, 
18a)  aufweist,  die  uber  die  jeweiligen  Enden 

50  des  Streifens  (17)  hinausragen  und  in  einer 
Richtung  von  der  AuBenflache  der  Trommel 
(11)  weg  in  den  Schlitz  12  eingesteckt  sind; 

wobei  das  Kratzenbeschlagstuck  (10)  auf  der 
AuBenflache  der  Trommel  (11)  fest  angeordnet 

55  ist  mittels  innerhalb  der  Trommel  angeordne- 
ten  Greifvorrichtungen  (19),  die  in  die  Endbe- 
reiche  (18,  18a)  des  Tragerbandes  (17,  17a) 
eingreifen,  so  dal3  diese  in  dem  Schlitz  (12) 
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festgehalten  werden  und  das  Band  (17,  17a) 
spannen; 

2.  Trommel  nach  Anspruch  1,  in  der  das  langli- 
che  Tragerband  (17)  an  der  Unterseite  des 
Streifens  aus  elastischem  Material  (14)  befe- 
stigt  ist,  welche  von  der  Oberseite  des  Strei- 
fens,  durch  die  hindurch  die  Kratzenzahne  (16) 
herausragen,  entfernt  ist. 

3.  Trommel  nach  Anspruch  2,  in  der  das  langli- 
che  Tragerband  (17)  Teil  des  Kratzenbeschlag- 
grundes  ist  und  die  Kratzenzahne  (16)  durch 
das  Tragerband  (17)  und  durch  den  Streifen 
aus  elastischem  Material  getrieben  sind. 

4.  Trommel  nach  einem  der  Anspruche  1  bis  3, 
umfassend  zumindest  eine  Materialschicht  (20, 
21)  zwischen  dem  Streifen  aus  elastischem 
Material  (14)  und  dem  Tragerband  (17). 

5.  Trommel  nach  einem  der  Anspruche  1  bis  4, 
in  dem  das  Tragerband  (17a)  uber  dem  Strei- 
fen  aus  elastischem  Material  (16a)  liegt  und 
die  Kratzenzahne  (16)  durch  das  Tragerband 
hindurch  (17a)  herausragen. 

6.  Trommel  nach  einem  der  Anspruche  1  bis  5, 
in  der  das  Tragerband  (17,  17a)  aus  einem 
Textilmaterial  besteht. 

7.  Trommel  nach  einem  der  Ansruche  1  bis  6,  in 
dem  das  Tragerband  (17,  17a)  aus  einem 
Kunststoffmaterial  besteht. 

8.  Trommel  nach  einem  der  Anspruche  1  bis  7, 
in  der  der  Streifen  aus  elastischem  Material 
(14,  14a)  ein  Schaumgummimaterial  umfaBt. 

Revendicatlons 

1.  Rouleau  (11)  entoure  de  garniture  de  carde 
(10),  le  rouleau  (11)  presentant  une  fente  (12) 
s'etendant  vers  I'interieur,  dans  une  direction 
eloignee  de  sa  surface  externe,  et  un  morceau 
de  garniture  de  carde  (10)  enroule  autour  de 
ladite  surface  externe,  la  garniture  de  carde 
(10)  comprenant  :  (a)  une  bande  allongee  de 
matiere  resiliente  (14,  14a)  presentant  des  ex- 
tremites  opposees  (15)  qui  sont  en  butee  I'une 
contre  I'autre  dans  la  zone  de  ladite  fente  dans 
la  surface  externe  du  rouleau  (11);  (b)  des 
dents  de  cardage  en  fil  (16)  supportees  par  la 
bande  de  matiere  resiliente  (14,  14a)  et  faisant 
saillie  depuis  un  cote  de  celle-ci  de  maniere  a 
former  une  distribution  essentiellement  unifor- 
me  de  dents  de  cardage  (16)  autour  de  la 
peripherie  externe  du  rouleau  (11)  ;  et  (c)  une 

ame  de  support  allonge  (17,  17a)  qui  est  fixee 
a  la  bande  allongee  de  matiere  resiliente  (14, 
14a),  I'ame  ayant  des  portions  terminales  op- 
posees  (18,  18a)  qui  font  saillie  au-dela  des 

5  extremites  respectives  de  la  bande  (17)  et  sont 
inserees  dans  la  fente  (12)  dans  une  direction 
eloignee  de  la  surface  externe  du  rouleau  (11) 
;  le  morceau  de  garniture  de  carde  (10)  etant 
fixe  sur  la  surface  externe  du  rouleau  (11)  par 

io  des  moyens  de  saisie  (19)  disposes  a  I'inte- 
rieur  du  rouleau  (11),  qui  engagent  les  portions 
terminales  (18,  18a)  de  I'  ame  de  support  (17, 
17a)  de  maniere  a  les  retenir  dans  la  fente  (12) 
et  a  appliquer  une  tension  a  I'ame  (17,  17a). 

15 
2.  Rouleau  selon  la  revendication  1,  dans  lequel 

I'ame  de  support  allongee  (17)  est  fixe  a  la 
partie  inferieure  de  la  bande  de  matiere  resi- 
liente  (14)  qui  est  eloignee  de  la  partie  supe- 

20  rieure  de  la  bande  a  travers  laquelle  les  dents 
de  cardage  (16)  font  saillie. 

3.  Rouleau  selon  la  revendication  2,  dans  lequel 
I'ame  de  support  (17)  fait  partie  de  la  base  de 

25  la  garniture  de  carde,  et  les  dents  de  cardage 
(16)  sont  entraTnees  a  travers  I'ame  de  support 
(17)  et  a  travers  la  bande  de  matiere  resiliente. 

4.  Rouleau  selon  I'une  des  revendications  1  a  3, 
30  qui  inclut  au  moins  une  couche  de  matiere  (20, 

21)  entre  la  bande  de  matiere  resiliente  (14)  et 
I'ame  de  support  (17). 

5.  Rouleau  selon  I'une  des  revendications  1  a  4, 
35  dans  lequel  I'ame  de  support  (17a)  chevauche 

la  bande  de  matiere  resiliente  (16a)  et  les 
dents  de  cardage  (16)  font  saillie  a  travers 
I'ame  de  support  (17a). 

40  6.  Rouleau  selon  I'une  des  revendications  1  a  5, 
dans  lequel  I'ame  de  support  (17,  17a)  est  fait 
de  matiere  textile. 

7.  Rouleau  selon  I'une  des  revendications  1  a  6, 
45  dans  lequel  I'ame  de  support  (17,  17a)  est  fait 

de  matiere  plastique. 

8.  Rouleau  selon  I'une  des  revendications  1  a  7, 
dans  lequel  la  bande  de  matiere  resiliente  (14, 

50  14a)  comprend  une  matiere  de  caoutchouc 
mousse. 
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